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ABSTRACT

The objective of "e-Commerce Ontology Web" (e-COW) is to implement the
ontology concept and semantic web in knowledge management to improve business
operation in organization. Generally, current problem of e-commerce system is
searching information is very difficult and sometimes may miss relevant information
especially details for certain products. Furthermore, human browsing and reading
required to extract relevant information from information sources. The semantic web
deals with important application areas such as knowledge management and
electronic commerce (both B2C and B2B). It may help to overcome many of the

current bottlenecks in these areas. In feasibility study, it helps author in identifying

the framework of semantic web and ontology development process. The important

feature ofthe e-COW is retrieving information based on the class and attributes of

data intree views, and advance search using ontology agents. Inaddition the system

will display products details in meaningful and organized which can help users to
understand easily. With development of many knowledge management systems

today, it shows that the knowledge management is very important especially to
organization. As a result, we know ontology has become important concept in
knowledge management especially for managing and organizing information and

data.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

As we know, there are several billion documents on the World Wide Web (WWW),

which are used by more than 300 million users globally, and millions pages on

corporate intranets nowadays. The popularity of the Internet and the huge growth of

new Internet technologies in recent years have brought about the creation of many e-

commerce applications. It continued to rapidly growth in information volumes make

it increasingly difficult to find, organize, access, and maintain the information

required by users especially those users who are using e-commerce web site.

The concept of a Semantic Web that provides enhance information access

based on the exploitation of machine-process-able meta-data has been proposed.

Technology is not the only key factor for the development of the current e-

applications. But the context of e-commerce especially requires an effective

communications between machines. Besides, the practice of knowledge

management is about culture not only technology because the technology is just an

enabler and knowledge management is a journey.

As a consequence for this situation, the author has taken the initiative to

develop a simulation program (web based) for an e-commerce application that using

concept of semantic web and ontology. The application is known as eCommerce

Ontology Web (e-COW). This program shows on how the meaningful information

can be retrieved for example producer names can be traced in short time by

identifying the properties of the products with accuracy searching process and also

how the informationrelated betweencustomerneeds and wants, and supplierdetails,

through intelligent searching process by providing framework to identify products

and services in global markets.



1.2 Problem Statements

Internets have an important role to play in the more effective exploitation of both

explicit and tacit knowledge. The changing information from paper to the internet

can also benefits in term of speed of update and hence accuracy. The traditional

search engines return ranked retrieval list that offer little or no information on the

semantic relationships among the documents. Important information is often

scattered across web and/or internet resources. So, the issues is how the user can

retrieve the information from the internet especially from e-commerce and avoid

overlooked the information.

1.2.1 Problem Identification

The current e-commerce application or knowledge management systems

have several weaknesses such as:

o Searching information. Existing keyword-based search retrieves

irrelevant information that the keyword in a context than the one in

which the searcher is interested or may miss relevant information that

employs word other than the keyword in discussing the desired content.

o Extracting information. Human browsing and reading is currently

required to extract relevant information from information sources.

Furthermore, HTML also become one of the problems in having an excellent

capabilities of e-commerce application, although HTML exercises powerful control

over the appearance of a Web page but HTML does not provide a means of

presenting rich syntax and semantic of data or does not present the content in a way

that another software can easily understand and use

1.2.2 Significance of the Project

This project is significant with the development of current e-commerce application

because it gives a great impact in managing and organizing information and data

within the e-commerce application or website. Users around the world are always

requesting meaningful information to make decisions but with the help of ontology

concept, data can be more meaningful and understandable.



Derived from that, the author took the initiative to create an e-commerce

application with ontology concept to manipulate data and information into

hierarchically form or semantic representation of information for products catalogue.

Based on hierarchically representation, user can find better information about related

products within less time. Besides, the user can find others products with the same

characteristics or even same manufacturer by identifying the class or categoryofthe

products.

1.3 Objectives and Scopes

As for this project, the author has defined two main objectives. The objectives

derived from the background of study and problem statement as solutions for those

particular problems. The general objectives are, first, is to develop a simulation

program for better retrieving data and the second ones is to provide a meaningful

information for better decision making. This project focuses on the supermarket

products such as apparel.

1-3.1 Objective of the Project

The two objectives of the project which have been mentioned above are stated in

this sub-section as below:

• To develop an e-commerce application for better retrieving data.

Retrieving information is very crucial part for this project. So, through process

underlying the ontology concept and hierarchically representation, the user can

retrieve the information more easily. Furthermore, the user will more understand

about the characteristics of the products such as the color, name, weight and

other and user also can know the category of the products. When the products

have been classifiedbased on category, it will assists users to find other options

or products ifthe productsthey want are not availablefor consumption.



• To providea meaningful informationfor better decisionmaking

Decision making in buying process is always become a crucial part in business

transaction. So, better information or meaningful information is always

important in helping individual to make decisions especially in buying a certain

products. Through this application, it will helpuser to make decision making for

buying certain via intelligent searching.

As general conclusion for objectives, user can easily get the accurate information

with what they have requested before and can find another alternatives if the

products are not available in the supermarket. Therefore to make those objectives

successfully, the understanding in ontology concepts, hierarchically data

representation, components of semantic web, frameworks of semantic web and also

understanding the process ofe-commerce is highly needed.

13.2 Scope of study1.5.1 iscope ot study

The scope of this project is to develop a simulation program of ontology and

semantic web application for e-commerce. The aspects which have been considered

arfi stated as hfilnw*are stated as below:

• To conduct a research on identifying the component of semantic and also

component ofontology and how they works.

In early stage, the research is conducted to identify the main components of

semantic web and also main components of ontology. Based on the research, the

author analyzes on how components of semantic web and ontology work in

improving the process of retrieving information and creating hierarchically

representation ofinformation.

• To understand what are semantic web and ontology

Based on the earlier the research, the author comes out with his own

understanding about what is semantic web and ontology and how it helps the e-

commerce application. Based on the outcome of the research, the author defines

the requirements of semantic web and continues with developing the simulation

program.



• Easy to use system

Among the platform, author has used web-based application because almost

everyone knows about web application, so through that it helps a lot and reduce

time consuming for author to teach the default navigation and integration in web

based application.

• Focus on apparel products.

The primary focus for the simulation program is apparel products or known as

apparel ontology. So the system uses the apparel product as a primary product

for the development of e-commerce application using ontology and semantic

web.

Basically, the program shows the data in hierarchically information and it

demonstrates on how the meaningful information can be traced and retrieved from

the apparel ontology.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY

2.1 Literature Review

In literature review section, the author will analyze the details and findings of

experts and journalist which related to the projects. It based on the research and the

process ofextracting information from reading the journals and paperwork ofothers

expert people.

2.1.1 Semantic Web

As described by Berners-Lee (2001), the semantic web is lan extension of the

current Web, in which information is given well defined meanings, better enabling

computers andpeople towork incooperation'.

The semantic web is meant to enable an environment, in which independent, where

inter-connected information system can exchange the knowledge and action

specifications, and resulting in execution of an activity acceptable to all the system

involved. In practice, the semantic Web is a collaborative effort led by the World

Wide Web Consortium (W3C) with the participations of a large number of

researchers and industrial partners. W3C defines the semantic web as the

representations of data on the World Wide Web. It is based on the Resource

Description Framework (RDF), which integrates a variety of applications using

XML (extensible markup language) for syntax and URIs for naming

(www.w3c.org).



2.1.2 Ontology

The ontology has been described by Neches and colleagues (1991), who defined

ontology as " An ontology defines the basic terms and relations compromising the

vocabulary ofa topic area as well as the rulesfor combining terms and relations to

define extensions to the vocabulary".

The descriptive definition tells what to do to build and ontology, and gives some

fuzzy guidelines. This definition identifies the basic terms and relations between

terms, identifies rules to combine terms, and provide definitions of such terms and

relations.

Besides that, Kai Zhang andcolleagues (2004) has defined ontology "as an explicit

specification of a conceptualization".

Ontology unifies all the concepts and relations of domain. In many practice

applications, we often need to integrate some existed ontologies to be a unified

ontology. The target ontology commonly constructed for special ontology

application. So we should consider the application requirements in ontology

integration procedure.

Peter Carp (2000), defined ontology as "ontology is a specification of a

conceptualization that is designed for reuse across multiple applications. By

conceptualization, we mean a set ofconcepts, relations, objects, and constraints that

define somedomain ofinterest."

Based on that, we know the ontology is an explicit description of a domain that

describe concept, properties and attributes of concepts, constraints on properties and

attributes and individuals (often, but not always). Furthermore, we know that

ontology canbe reusedacross multiple applications.



2.2 Theory

Theory is mainly to elaborate and explain related field topic that helps author inthe

development process of ontology. The theory is derived from the research and

analyzing the information viabooks, internets and journals.

2.2.1 Semantic Network

Organizing the information and data is very crucial in providing an excellent

retrieval system. So the author has conducted analyzing process on how data should

be managed appropriately for better performance. The author makes a conclusion

that data can be represented in a semantic network for easy retrieval. Besides, the

data that represent in semantic diagram can be structured so that it easier and faster

to retrieve. The data can be organized as a five-level taxonomy of products, each

level a two-character numerical values (as identifier) and a textual description.

These levels are defined as follows:

• Segment. The logical aggregation offamilies for analytical purposes.

• Family. A commonly recognized group of inter-related commodity

categories.

• Class. A group ofcommodities sharing a common use or function.

• Commodity. Agroup ofproducts or services that can besubstituted.

• Business Function. The function performed by an organization (e-commerce

organization) insupport ofthecommodity. (See figure 2.1).

Segment

Family

Class

Commodity

Software

4316

Computer Equipment
43

Hardware & Accessories
4317

Audio* Vtsyal-Accessories
43X721

Figure 2.1: Semantic Network

Communication & Computer
Sunnlies



2.2.2 Semantic Web Knowledge Based Architecture

By reading and analyzing the materials, the author has figured out the architecture

for semantic web-based knowledge management. Figure 2.2 (see appendix) shows

the architecture for knowledge management based on the semantic web. The

architecture addresses all the key stages of the knowledge management life cycle

which are knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation, knowledge

maintenance and knowledge use. The explanation for each of the knowledge

management life cycle as below:

• Knowledge Acquisition

Given the large amount of unstructured and semi-structured information held on

organizational intranets, automatic knowledge extraction from unstructured and

semi-structured data in external data repositories is required and this is show in the

bottom layer of the figure 2.2. Support for knowledge acquisition is also needed and

the knowledge engineer needs to be supported by ontology editing tools which

support the creation, maintenance and population ofontologies.

• Knowledge Representation

Once knowledge has been acquired from human sources or automatically extracted,

it is then required to represent the knowledge in an ontology language (and ofcourse

to provide a query language to provide access to the knowledge so stored). This is

the function ofthe ontology repository.

• Knowledge Representation

Ontology middleware is required with support for development, management,

maintenance, and use of knowledge bases.

• Knowledge Use

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, information access tools are required to allow

end users to exploit the knowledge represented in the system. Such tools include

facilities for finding, sharing, summarizing, visualizing, browsing, and organizing

knowledge.



2.2.3 Evaluating Current System

There are many e-commerce ontologies systems throughout this world. The author

evaluates most of the system in order to understand the concepts rely on the current

systems. There are five e-commerce ontologies has been evaluated by the author

which are:

• United Nations Standard Products and Services Codes (UNSPSC)

• North America Industry Classification (NAICS)

• Standard Classification of Transported Goods (SCTG)

• E-cl@ss

• RosettaNet

For the United Nations Standard Products and Services Codes (UNSPSC) has

been created by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and Dun &

Bradstreet. UNSPSC is a global commodity code standard that classifies general

products and services and is designed to facilitate electronic commerce through the

exchange ofproduct descriptions.

Initially the UNDP managed the code of the Electronic Commerce Code

Management Association (ECCMA). This partnership finished, ans as a result there

are now two different version of the UNSPSC: the United Nations Standard

Products Codes owned by UNDP, and the Universal Standard Product and Services

Classification managed by ECCMA. In October 2002, both organizations signed an

agreement in which they proposed to have on single version of the classification,

which has marked the begiriningofthe UNSPSC unification project.

The UNSPSC coding is organized by five-level taxonomy of products, each level

containing a two-character numerical value and a textual description. These levels

can be defined as follows:

• Segment. The logical aggregation offamilies for analytical purposes.

• Family. A commonly recognized group of inter-related commodity

categories.

• Class. A group ofcommodities sharing a common use or function.

• Commodity. A group ofproducts or services that can be substituted.

10



• Business Function. The Function performed by an organization in support of

the commodity.

For UNSPSC version 6.0315 version, it contains about 20,000 products organized in

55 segments. Segments 43 For instance which deals with computer equipment,

peripherals and components, contains about 300 kinds ofproducts.

Thee NAICS was created by the Census Office of USA in cooperation with

Economic National Classification Committee of USA, Statistics Canada and

Mexico's Instituto Nacional de Estadistica, Geografica e Informatica (INEGI). It

classifies products and services on general, and is used in USA, Canada and Mexico.

NAICS was developed after the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) was revised.

SIC was created in the 1930s to classify establishments according to the type of

activity they were primarily engaged in and to promote the comparison of their data

describing various facets of the US economy.

NAICS products are identified by means ofa six-digit code, in contrast to the

four-digit SIC code. The NAICS code includes a greater number of sectors and

permits more flexibility to design subsectors. It also includes a greater number of

sectors and permits more flexibility to design subsectors. It also provides additional

details not necessarily appropriate for all three NAICS countries. The international

NAICS agreement fixes only the first five digits of the code. The sixth digit, when

used, identifies subdivisions of NAICS industries that consider the user's needs in

individual countries. Thus, six digit US codes may differ from counterparts in

Canada or Mexico, but up to the five-digit level they are standardized. The general

structure is:

XX Industry Sector (20 broad sectors up from 10 SIC)

XXX Industry Subsector

XXXX Industry Group

XXXXX Industry

XXXXXX US, Canadian, or Mexican National specific.

11



For SCTG was sponsored by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS). It is a

product classification for collecting and reporting Commodity Flow Survey (CFS)

data. SCTG was developed by US Department of Transportation's (DOT), Volpe

National Transportation Systems Center (Volpe Center), Standards and

Transportation Divisions of Statistics Canada, US Bureau of Census (BOC), and the

US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).

This classification has four levels, each of which follow two important

principles. First, each level covers the universe of transportable goods, and second,

each category in each level is mutually exclusive. The general structure is:

XX Product Category

XXX Commodities or Commodity Groups (different is US and

Canada)

XXXX Domestic Freight Transportation Analyses

XXXXX Freight Movement Data

The first level of the SCTG (two digits) consists of 43 product categories. These

categories were designed to emphasize the link between industries and their outputs.

The second level (three digits) is designed to provide data for making comparisons

between the Canadian goods and US goods. Categories specified at this level

consists of commodities or commodity groups for which very significant product

movement levels have been recorded in both the US and Canada. The third level

(four digits) is designed to provide data for domestic freight transportation analyses.

Four-digits categories may be of major data significance to either the US or Canada,

but not necessarily for collecting (and potentially reporting) freight movement data.

Product codes at this level have been designed to create statistically significant

categories for transportation analysis.

E-cl@ss is a German initiative to create a standard classification of material and

services for information exchange between suppliers and their customers and

companies such as BASFG, Bayer< Volkswagen-Audi, SAP, etc., make use of it.

n



The e-cl@ss classification consists of four levels of concepts (called material

classes), with a numbering code similar to the one used in UNSPSC (each level adds

two digits to its previous level). These four levels are: segments, main group, and

group and commodity class. Inside the same commodity class we can gave several

products (in this sense, several products can share the same code).

E-cl@sscontainsabout 12,000productsorganized in 21 segments. Segmentnumber

27, which deals with Electrical Engineering, contains about 2,000 products. The

main group 27-23, which deals with process control systems and with other

computer devices contains about 400 concepts.

E-cl@ss provides a set of attributes for every product that is a leaf in the

classification. The set of attributes is an addition of individual characteristics

describing the related commodity. This set distinguishes e-cl@ss from UNSPSC and

offers a solution to the shallowness of that. For example, PC system (with code 23-

01-99-03) has attributes like product type, product names, etc., in e-cl@ss.

The e-cl@ss search tool, which is available on-line, allows finding terms with an

interface in different languages (German, Spanish, English, and Czech). In fact, the

terms found are presented in any of these languages. The e-cl@ss classification can

also be downloaded from same URL.

The RosettaNet classification has been created by RosettaNet, which is a self-

funded, non-profit consortium of about 400 companies of Electronic Components,

Information Technology, Semiconductor Manufacturing and Solution Provider

companies. It started within the IT industry, then RosettaNet is currently being

expanded to other vertical areas, notably the automotive, consumer electronics and

telecommunications industries.

The RosettaNet classification does not use a numbering system, as UNSPSC does,

but is based on the names of the products it defines. This classification is related to

the UNSPCS classification and provides the UNSPSC code for each product defined

in RosettaNet. This classification has only two levels in its product taxonomy:

n



RN Category. A group of products, such as Video Products.

RN Product. A specific product, such as Television Card, Radio Card, etc.

Video Products

Video Chip Radio Card Television Card Monitor

Figure 2.3 Partial view ofRosettaNet Classification

The RosettaNet classification consists of 14 categories and about 150 products. It

should be added that RosettaNet is more specific than the UNSPSC classification.

Figure 2.3 shows a small section of the RosettaNet classification related to video

products for computer equipment. Unlike in the previous formats, the order of

contents here is of great importance, since the relationship between products and the

category they belong to are given by the order in which they appear. Hence Monitor,

Radio Card, Television Card, and Video Chip are products from the category Video

Product in the RosettaNet classification.

1 /i



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Procedure Identification

For developing ontology for this project, the author has analyzed Ontology

Development Process, mainly for developing ontology for products. The ontology

development process was identified on the framework of METHONTOLOGY

methodology for ontology construction. The ontology development process refers to

which activities are performed when building the ontologies. It consists of three

development phases and every development has its own stage. The three phases and

its stages are:

• Pre-development

o Environment study

o An environment study it carried out to know the platforms where the

ontology will be used, the applications where the ontology will be

integrated, etc.

o Feasibility Study

o The feasibility study is to determine whether it is possible to build the

ontologyand also to check whethersuitableto build the ontology

• Development

o Specification

o The specification activity states why the ontology is being built, what

is intended uses are and who the end-users are.

o Conceptualization

o The conceptualization activity structures the domain knowledge as

meaningful models at the knowledge level.

o Formalization

1S



o The formalization activity transforms the conceptual model into a

formal or semi-computable model.

o Implementation

o The implementation activity builds computable models in an

ontology language

• Post development

o Maintenance

o The maintenance activity updates andcorrects the ontology if needed.

o Use

o The ontology is (re) used by other ontologies or application

The ontology development process identifies which activities are to be performed.

However, it does not identify in which activities should be performed. The ontology

life cycle identifies when the activities should be carried out, that is, it identifies the

set of stages through which the ontology moves during its life time, describes that

activities are to beperformed in each stage and how thestages are related .

Based on ontology development process, the author has come out with appropriate

methodology which is Prototype Model to conduct the overall progress of this

project inbetter way. The reason isbecause Prototype Model can reduce the amount

of time until user begins to see a working prototype. It consists of seven phases the

overall development of this project has gone through which are:

• Feasibility Study

• Requirement Definition

• System Design

• Coding, Testing

• Implementation

• Maintenance

As shown, in Figure 3.1: Prototype Model, first stage is the initial

investigation. This iswhere the author did ananalysis and initial investigation ofthis

project. Then in the requirement definition the author needs to clarify the methods

that be used in this project and also need to identify the approach that used for this

project. After that the coding and testing stage will be implemented. Then the system

16



design will be applied. The requirement stage, coding and testing stage, and system

design stage is a round stage to make the project well. After satisfied with the

system, the system can be implemented and maintenance stage needs to be done

frequently in order to make sure it does not have any problem.

Requirements
Definition

Coding, Testing

Feasibility Study ft ^f Implementation Maintenance

System Design

Figure 3.1: Prototype model

The reason the author uses this model because, although the objective for this

project is clear where the author wants to has a web based application which

demonstrate on how the ontology and semantic web help the users in retrieving the

exact information and making decision on buying certain products but the

requirements for this project are uncertainty and not so unclear. So, when using this

methodology, the requirements for this project can always been reviewed in order to

make the system in a right track and also meet its objective.

There are several tasks need to be performed in order to develop ontology by

understanding the ontology components. The ontology components include concept,

attributes, relations, constants, formal axioms, rules, and instances which attached to

each task, and illustrate the order proposed to create such components during

conceptualization activity or system design. The tasks that been carried out to create

and ontology as stated as below (see figure 3.2):

17



• Build glossary ofterms

To build the glossary of terms that identifies the set of terms to be included on

the ontology, their natural language definition, description and type.

• Build concept of taxonomies

To build concept taxonomies to classify concepts. The output of this task could

be one or more taxonomies where concepts are classified.

• Build concept ofdictionaries

To build concept the concept dictionary, which mainly includes the concept

instances for each concept, their instances and class attributes.

• Describe instance attributes

To describe details each instance attribute that appears on the concept dictionary.

The result of this task is the table where class attributes are described.

• Describe class attributes

To describe in details attribute that appear on the concept dictionary. The result

of this task is the table where class attributes are described.

• Describe instances

To describe relevant instance that appear in the concept dictionary inside an

instance table.

Build glossary of
terms

Build concept of
taxonomies

Build concept of
dictionaries

' '

Describe instances Describe class

attributes

Describe instance

attributes

Figure 3.2: Tasks for developing ontology

This task has been carried out to create ontology for product based on their

categories. For example the author these steps to develop apparel ontology by

implementing every step. These steps will be discussed in more details in sub

section of System Design Phase within this chapter.

18



3.1.1 Feasibility study

In this phase, the author conducts initial study especially related with ontology and

semantic web. As same with pre-development phase in Ontology Development

Process model for environment study, the author has analyzed the suitable platform

where the ontology will be used and in what environment the ontology will be put

in. The proper analysis has been done and at the end ofthe preliminary research, the

author concludes that the ontology for this e-commerce application is apparel

products in supermarket. The main domain is of course e-commerce but the specific

domain for this ontology and semantic web is apparel products.

The research data have been collected especially related with components, concepts,

framework and methodology of semantic web and ontology. The information and

data are being collected through journals and findings that have been done by

previous researchers. The reason of getting the information through journals is not

only because it is readily documented but also the results of the research are proven

to be correct and success.

This is a very crucial phase in this Prototype Model, where by, this stage will direct

the project direction and become the base for the whole project. In order to have a

successful result of this project, all the elements in this stage need to be done

carefully. At the early phase ofthis life cycle, the author focused on the fundamental

of this project and the principal of this project in order to bring this project proper

direction. Among the element that being consider as the fundamental elements in

this project are the project background for this project, the background project that

lead to the initiation ofthis project, and then the author come out with the problems

statement that will become a backbone for this project. The reason why the problems

statement becomes the backbone for this project is because the existing of this

project is to solve those problems that been identified earlier

The end output for this phase is theory and concept of ontology and semantic web,

the preliminary identifying of framework for semantic web and ontology, the

preliminary identifying for methodology, and the project timeline. The tasks and

procedure are part of scope definition the scale of the project..
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The next phase is sequence from this phase because the requirement for this project

is not very clear and need to be review time by time so the author have used the

method prototype model as methodology for this project after manipulating and

integrating with ontology development process

3.1.2 Requirement Definition

The requirements for this project are not clear but the objective is well known. So

the author has reviewed the journal and understanding the needs of technology

today. Today, people are concerned with technology. They need a system that can

assist them in making decision and they need an accurate information and

meaningful information. From that author concludes that the system should have an

intelligent search to assists users and also to have an accurate search engine.

From the requirements that been identified through analyzing time by time, the

author has determined the tools such as hardware and software that will be used for

project development. All the tools will be discussed in details in sub section Tools

within this chapter. The end outputs for this phase are objectives and scope of

studies and also the fully methodology has been defined.

3.1.3 System Design

In this phase, the author designs the architecture based on the framework that been

identify in early phase for e-cornmerce application. This includes analyzing the

available techniques to implement the best e-commerce ontology web system. This

design should be a plan for implementing the identified requirement. When and only

when the design is fully completed, then the coding and testing will take place and

after that, the implementation phase can take place. This shows how important the

designing phase for the development of the system and also the implementation of

the system itself. Besides that the designing phase is really rely on the requirement

definition and initial investigation phase that has been completed earlier.
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The purpose of the design phase is to transform the requirement definition into

design specifications for system coding and testing. As the purpose of this project

several elements need to be design in order to have a good view of this system

before the development phase take part. Among the elements that are needed to be

included in designing the phase are system architecture and the system design

document is necessary to ensure the development can be sustained during the

project's progress. These design requirements are representation of system flow in

terms of entities, attributes and relationships and rules. For development of

ontology, author has follow the task that been mentioned at the early chapter.

3.1.3.1 Ontology design

Ontology design is the main focused for this project. Without the ontology, there are

no points to continue developing of this ontology. The design for the ontology has

been carried out based on the tasks for ontology development. There are six steps

need to be performed for development of ontology which are build glossary of

terms, build concept of taxonomies, build concept of dictionaries, describe instance

attributes, describeclass attributes, and describe instances (see figures 3.2).

• To build the glossary ofterms.

First, the author builds a glossary ofterms that includes all the relevant terms

of the domain (concept, instances, attributes that represent properties,

relation), their natural language descriptions.. It is important to mention that

on the initial stage of designing the ontology. The glossary might contain

several terms that give a meaningfi.il understanding also help the author to

identify the terms to be used in that particular ontology.

To build concept taxonomies.

When the glossary of terms contains a sizable number of terms, the author

builds concept taxonomies to define the concept hierarchy. The three

approaches can be used to show hierarchy diagram which are top down,

bottom up, and middle out. To build concept taxonomies, the author select

terms those are concepts from the glossary of terms. For this, it is really
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important to identify in the concept taxonomy sets ofdisjoint concept, that is,

concepts that cannot have common instances. We can also identify the

subclass of several terms by knowing the relationships. Figure 3.3 illustrates

how the concept taxonomies have been built.

Video Chip Radio Card Television Card Monitor

Figure 3.3: Taxonomies Concept or Concept Hierarchy for Video Product

• To build the concept dictionary

Once the concept taxonomies have been generated, the author specifies

which are properties and relations that describe each of concepts of

taxonomy in a concept dictionary, and their instances. A concept dictionary

contains all the domain concept, their relations, their instances, and their

class and instance attributes. The relations specified for each concept are

those whose domain is the concept. Relations, instance attributes and class

attributes are local to concepts.

• To define instance attributes in detail.

The main aim of this task is to describe in detail all the instance attributes

which already included in the concept dictionary by means of an instance

attribute table. Each row of the instance attribute table contains the detailed

description of an instance attribute. Generally, instance attributes are those

attributes whose value may be different for each instance of the concept. For

each instance attribute, the author must specify the following fields, its name

(the concept it belongs to - attributes are local to concept), its value type, its

measurement unit, default value if they exists, minimum and maximum

cardinality, instance attributes, class attributes, and constants used to infer

values ofthe attribute.
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• To build the class attributes in detail.

Basically, the aim of this task is to describe in details all the class attributes

already included in the concept dictionary by means of class attributes. Each

row of the class attribute table contains a detailed description of the class

attribute. Unlike instance attributes, which describe concept instances and

take their values in instances, class attributes describe concepts and take their

values in the class where they are defined. Class attributes are neither

inherited by subclasses nor by the instances. For each class attribute, the

author fills the following information: name, the name of concept where the

attribute is defined, value type, value, measurement unit and cardinality.

• To define instance.

When the conceptual model of the ontology has been created, we can define

relevant instances that appear in the concept dictionary inside an instance

table. For each instance, it contains its name, the name of the concept it

belongs to, and its attributes values, ifknown.

3.1.3.1 e-COW Architecture

Every system must its own system architecture or architecture in order to get better

understanding. Based on the analyzing all the information and resource that been on

chapter 2 discussed previously, author had concluded the architecture for the system

that will be developed. It consists of four areas which are user interface for

information access and information retrieve, e-COW Editor for system administrator

to maintain the system, Ontology Agent where the stimulation program will be

processed and database repository
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Figure 3.4: Architecture ofe-COW

• Information Access and Information

In section Information Access and Information Retrieve, the user will enter the

appropriate input for searching the information, for example Computer (see 3.4) .So,

the query will be send or recognize by the Ontology Agent for processing. After the

query has been processed the output will be displayed in showing hierarchy

representation.

• e-COW Editor

e-COW Editor basically a programming language that will create ontology

description for ontology agent. Author used protege to evaluate ontology that been

developed..

• Ontology Agent

The ontology agent will stimulate the query and perform the process. Based on the

XML documents that been generated the query, the agent will use XML Schema to

identify the taxonomy level of the query. XML Schema has a similar essential role

with Document Type Definition (DTD) which is to define a grammar for XML

document. Basically, a DTD defines a grammar to specify allowable combinations

and nesting of tag names, attribute names and so on. Based on the taxonomy level,

the ontology agent can request the information from the database
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• Database Repository

The information will be stored based on the taxonomy level. There are five level

taxonomy levels which are segment, family, class, commodity and business

function. This database stores data based on the information that will created before

through the ontology design tasks.

3.1.3.4 System Workflows

There are the process workflows for the e-COW. Figure 3.5 (see appendix) shows

the general workflow for the system. The details for the workflows are as follows:

i. The user will view the product details by follow the navigation within the

system. At first, user will see the landing page for the e-Commerce

Ontology Web. The users will be welcome to use the system for assistance

in helping themto search certainproducts. Thereis no security part for this

system where the users need to enter the password because this system is

for general use.

ii. After that user need to select either to choose advance search or normal

search. Advance search is an intelligent search where by its help user to

search a certain product more specific and accurate and its use ontology

agent to find that particularproducts. Whereas for normal search, it guides

user to find the available product in the supermarket.

iii. Advance search particular mainly for guiding user in more specific items

or products. Basically is an intelligent search that used ontology agent to

find more specific products for users. Example if the user wants to find a

present for his/her parents. Then the ontologyagent will ask certain criteria

as inputs in form of set of cases as guidelines to search those specific

products. It will give available results for user to select and view those

particular products.

iv. Normal search particular is normal base searchingwhere the users need to

search based on the items they want. There are two types of search mode

which are description search and hierarchy search. For description search

will display a text box asking for user to enter a specific keyword for

searching the products. The keywords can be classes, subclasses and
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instances. Whereas for hierarchy search, it will display the information in

hierarchy modelwhere the information in tree view.

v. When the users select the result it will display the description about those

particular products.

3.1.3.4 Use Case Modeling

The Use Case in Figure 3.6 describes the actions that occur between the users and

thesystem. Basically, there are two users for this systems butonly one is applicable

inproduction environment which iscustomer and the other one system administrator

or ontologist that will monitor the ontology agent. The customers for the

supermarket will become primary user for this system where they will use the

system in helping them for purchasing the products. But another entities that will

communicate with the customers is ontology agent that been monitored by system

administrator. Ontology agent will become the entities to provide relevant searching

information to customer.

e-Commerce Ontology Web

Figure 3.6: UML Use CaseDiagram of the System
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Customer will enter the query for searching products or use the navigation for

hierarchy display of the products. Besides that, customer can also use advance

searching where ontology agent will help the user to find specific or meaningful

information about certainby enteringthe specification in advancesearching.

For ontology agent, it will process the query entered by user. Then for advance

search, it will capture the specification given by user for reasoning and processing

the query for specific information. After thatontology agent willdisplay all possible

result to users and guiding them for better decision in purchasing the products.

Ontology agent will display the products details based on the customer action to

view the product details.

3.1.4 Coding, Testing

With the designed specification, the next phase is developing phase and testing out

the prototype which are Coding and Testing Phase. The purpose of Coding and

Testing phase is to build a system that fulfills system requirements and design

specification and to implement the interfaces between the modules. Among the task

to be implemented are designing the database, web application prograniming and

user interfaces.

Testing is very essential to keep track the requirement is available to fulfill or not.

So every aspect has been tested during development to see whether to see the

requirement is suitable or not withthe system developments. Theprototypes for this

system are developed using ASP.NET and XML Dom and ontologies design is

tested using Protege version 3.2. Testing has been conducted by checking the

ontology design and also the efficiency and the effectiveness of the prototype in

performing the query functions.

3.1.1 Implementation

After the testing is done, the prototype now advances to this phase where the

implementation for the prototype will be done. For this phase the prototype will be

operate in operating environment, that mean the system can be used by end users

(customers).
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3.1.1 Maintenance

When the system in operating environment, it need to be monitored frequently to

make sure the system is up to date in terms of products especially the ontology of

products and also the ontology agents. The maintenance process can be done for

every quarter of yearto make system is reliable andusable to users.

3.2 System Tools

Basically there are two main categories of tools that are necessary in this project

development work, there are software and hardware. These equipments are also

necessary to stimulate a real working environment of a ninning production system.

However, some items are not available due to constraints, thus they are replaced by

either emulated devices and assumed to work the same in real world.

3.2.1 Software

Among the software that beenusedby in this projectare:

• Microsoft Windows XP Professional Edition

• Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003

• Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Developer Edition

• Microsoft Internet Information Services 5.1

• Microsoft.NET Framework 1.1

• Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0

• Protege 3.2

For the purpose of development work, Microsoft Windows XP Professional Edition

is chosen because the platform offers more stability and realibility over other

Windows platforms and others operating system. Furthermore Professional Edition

is bundled with Internet Explorer 6.0 and Internet Information Services (IIS) 5.1

which is vital for the purpose of web hosting ASP.NET pages. For the purpose of

database storage, Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Developer Edition is used because this

edition allows developer to build any thype of application on top of SQL Server. It
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includes all the functionality of Enterprise Edition but limited for the purpose of

development and not production.

As for the development environment, the tool that is necessary is Microsoft Visual

Studio.NET 2003. It comes bundled with Microsoft.NET Framework 1.1. Visual

Studio.NET is a complete set of development tools for building ASP Web

Application, XML Web Services and other prograrriming tools, and all use the same

integrated development environment (IDE), which allows them to share tools and

facilitates in creation of mixed language solutions. In addition, these languages

leverage the functionality of the .NET Framework, which provides access to key

technologies that simplify the development of ASP Web applications and XML Web

Services.

With the .NET Framework and ASP.NET, Microsoft has not just shown itself to be

a contender in Web development technologies, but many commentators also believe

Microsoft has taken the lead.ASP.NET is well equipped for any task you want to put

to it, from building intranets to e-business or e-commerce megasites. With ASP.NET

we now have a true choice of languages. All the .NET languages have access to the

same foundation class libraries, the same type of systems, equal object orientation

and inheritance abilities, and full interoperability with existing COM components.

We can use the same knowledge and code investment for eveiything from Web

development to component development or enterprise systems, and developers do

not have to be concerned about differences in APIs or variable type conversions, or

even deployment. ASP.NET incorporates all the important standards of our time,

such as XML, it is arguably easier to implement than in any other technology,

including Java. An ASP.NET programmer still only needs a computer with Notepad

to write ASP code.

XML Document Object Model (DOM) that is the heart of XML definition which

can be found in Visual Studio.NET. The DOM is a recommendation made by the

W3C to enable a standard way of providing access to the data contained in an XML

document. It is essentially a list of interfaces and class recommendations to allow

anyone to internally implement an XML parser and expose a common interface to

enable a developer access to his or her XML data. This interface is based on the idea
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that the XML is in a hierarchical or tree-like structure, where certain nodes might

contain child nodes, which might also contain child nodes, and so on. The DOM

provides the capabilities to navigate this tree of nodes in a relatively simple

programmatic manner. Some ofthe DOM API capabilities include:

Find the root node in a XML document.

Find a list ofelements with a given tag name.

Get a list of children ofa given node.

Get the parent ofa given node.

Get the tag name ofan element.

Get the data associated with an element.

Get a list of attributes of an element.

Get the tag name ofan attribute.

Get the value of an attribute.

Add, modify, or delete an element in the document.

Add, modify, or delete an attribute in the document.

Copy a node in a document (including subnodes).

For Protege*, is an integrated software tool used by system developers and domain

experts to develop knowledge-based systems. It helps user to create an applications

for problem -solving and decision making for particular domain. The author uses

this software is to create and to test for every ofontology have been created. It really

helps in determines the concept (known as class in Prot6g6) and instance attributes

(known as slot in Protege).

As general definition, ontology is a specification of a conceptualization that is

designed for reuse across multiple applications and implementations. Ontology also

is a hierarchically structured set of terms for describing a domain that can be used as

a skeletal foundation for knowledge base.
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3.2.2 Hardware

A development machine is vital for the purpose of web hosting, storage, system

development, testing and simulation. The hardware that will be used is:

i. Computer; act as a server

The server will be used to store the database ofthe system. The system will basically

have a centralized database. All the information will be stored inside the database.

The server will be center of all the information related to the system. The computer

that is dedicated as the server for the system, will need to fulfilled several

requirements. The requirements are:

• Pentium 4 -1.4 Ghz

• 348 Mb of Ram

• At least of 20GB of hard disk space for operating system, relevant software

installation

ii. Computer, act as platform to end user

The computer will need the same specification and also it can be the same machine

for dedicated server. This computer will becomethe platform of the system for end

user to use the system.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Findings

Basically the author has come out with the ontology for apparel as basic ontology

through exercising the task of designing the ontology. In this section author shows

the result from implementing the task of designing the ontology for apparel and

show its in tables. Besides that, the author explains the e-Commerce Ontology Web

itself.

4.1.1 Tasks of Ontology Development

• Build glossary of terms

As shown in the table 4.1, these are the basic terms use in e-COW Apparel

Ontology. For example we take Men's Apparel as an example. Through the table

4.1, we know the description of Men's Apparel which is all types of apparels for

men. Moreover, we also know the type of 'men's apparel' is a concept or class

where it becomes the one of main classes. 'Men's Apparel' becomes the super class

for 'Men's Short Sleeves' because in the table above it shows that biscuit is a

subclass.
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Name Description Types

Men's Apparel All types ofapparels for men Concept

Women's Apparel AHtypes ofapparels for women Concept

Apparel Price A price for a particular apparel Instance Attribute

Apparel Size A size for a particular apparel Instance

Attributes

PADINI A brand name ofapparel Sub - concept

Men's Short Sleeve Types of apparelfor men's apparel Sub - Concept

Table 4.1: A selectionofthe Glossary of Termsofe-COWApparel Ontology

• Build concept oftaxonomies

Based on the glossary of terms, the author builds the concept of taxonomies to

define the concept the hierarchy. Figure 4.1 illustrates on theconcept taxonomies are

buildbased on the e-COW Apparel Ontology, Basically the main concept or domain

for this hierarchy is Apparel. Then it divides in several classes such as 'Men's

Apparel'

Subdass-of

Men'sApparel
Subdass-of

Men's S/S Men's L/S Long Pants Short pants

Figure 4.1: Anexcerpt theConcept ofTaxonomy ofMen'sApparel in Apparel
Ontology

• Build concept ofdictionaries

As defined in the chapter 3, the author has defined the properties and relations that

describe eachconcept of the taxonomy in a concept dictionary. It contains the entire

domain concept, their class attributes and their instance attributes. See table 4.2 for

example of concept dictionaries. For 'PADINI'9 it has several instances attributes

such as apparel price, apparel size, apparel color, apparel material, and apparel

fabric.
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Name Class Attributes Instance Attributes

Men's Apparel ~ —

PADINI Apparel Price

Apparel Size

Apparel Color

Apparel Material

Apparel Fabric

Table 4.2: A selection ofthe Concept dictionaries of e-COW Apparel Ontology

• Describe instance attributes

Instance attributes are those attributes whose values maybe for each instances of

concept. For each instance attributes, the author specifies the following fields: its

name, its value type, its measurement, default value it exits, minimum and

maximum, and cardinality. Table 4.3 shows a fragment of instance attribute table of

Apparel ontology, some of previous field are not shown. This table contains the

attributes price, fabric and size of apparel. This is how the instance attributes has

been described.

Instance

Attributes Name

Concept

Name

Value Type Measurement

Unit

Default Value Cardinali

ty

Apparel Price PADINI Float Currency

Quantity

(0,1)

Apparel Fabric PADINI String —

... (0,1)

Apparel Size Biscuit String — XL, L, M, S or 29 - 36 (0,1)

Table 4.3: A selection of Instance Attributes Table of e-COW Apparel Ontology

• Describe the class attributes in detail

Within the apparel ontology, the author does not define any class attributes. The

reason because the class attributes is unlike instance attributes, which describe

concept instances and take their values in instances, class attributes describe

concepts and take their values in the class where they are defined. Class attributes

are neither inherited by subclasses nor by the instances. For each class attribute, the
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author fills thefollowing information: name, thename ofconcept where theattribute

is defined, value type, value, measurement unit and cardinality

• Describe instance

The author defines the instance based on the conceptual model of the apparel

ontology. For each instance, the author defines: its name, the name of the concept it

belong to, and its attributes values. Table 4.4 presents some offthe instance table of

e-COW apparel ontology. When the instance is '101101 apparel', so we know that

the class for '101101 apparel' is PADINI and the price is RM 99.00, size is XL, L,

M, and S and the last values is color for that instance is green.

Instance Name Concept Name Attribute Values

101101 PADINI Apparel Price RM 99.00

Apparel Size XL, L, M, S

Apparel Material Cotton

Apparel Fabric Knit

Apparel Color Green

Table 4.4: A sampleofinstance in e-COWFood Ontology

4.1.3 Interface e-Commerce Ontology Web

For e-Commerce Ontology Web, the interface has beenput at appendix section.

• Welcome Page

This page contains welcoming text to user and benefit of the system. There are

several navigation buttons on this page which are Home, Search, Advertisement,

About Us, and Contact Us. (See appendix Figure 4.2). Besides, it displays the

Popular search for ease navigation to user

• Search Page

This page will display type of search available within the system (See Figure 4.3 in

appendix)

• Category Page

Consists of category for apparel ontology only(see Figure 4.4in appendix)

• Apparel Page



Consists ofapparel ontology views in tree diagram (see Figure 4.5 in appendix)

• Result Page

Display the instance ofclass or result of the search (see Figure 4.6 in appendix)

4.1 Discussion

The response from various people was very interesting and encouraging about the

product. Many wanted to know what ontology whole thing is all about. Explaining

to the users took some time because they did not understand the concept ofontology.

After demonstrating the system, they have a brief idea on how the system is all

about. After they used the system, they gave their opinion and feedback on it. Most

of them realized the benefits and negative aspects of the relying on the ontology and

e-COW application.

• Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

• Disagree

Figure 4.7: Respondent on the usage ofe-Commerce Ontology Web
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Question Rating

1 The system is easy to use. 1 2 3

2 The system flow is easy to follow. 1 2 3

3 The content of the result / is understandable 1 2 3

4 The systemis valuableand importantto

people.

1 2 3

Rating Ql Q2 Q3 Q4

Agree 5 4 5 4

Neither Agree Nor Disagree 3 5 2 5

Disagree 2 1 3 1

In this bar chart, we can see that many respondents agreed to the usage of the

application but what probably caused the disagreement of other seven respondents.

They would be thinking that this technology is not applicable in Malaysia.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusion

Global economy is rapidly becoming more and more knowledge intensive.

Knowledge is now widely recognized as the fourth production factor, on an equal

footing with the traditional production factors of labor, capital and material.

Semantic Web technology can make an important contribution to knowledge

management.

The Semantic Web is a loosely-coupled set of technologies designed to

create a semantically based network of documents across the World-Wide Web.

Semantic Web languages, such as RDF, DAML, and OWL, are built on top of

XML, but in addition have the ability to define object-oriented relationships.

Document schemas can extend to another document schema, and typed relationships

between documents can be created. Semantic Web technologies support the concept

of the expression of meaning and of knowledge representation in web documents by

using available and previously defined ontologies. Ontologies are central to the

Semantic Web, where they describe an explicit formal specification of how to

represent the objects, concepts and other entities that are assumed to exist in specific

domain of interest and the relationships that hold among them. With ontology

development process, the process of designing the ontology becomes easier to

complete. In addition, the tasks of designing ontology have become guidelines for

ontologist to create ontology.
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For e-commerce communities, the Semantic Web can be used as a model for

specifying a highly expressive and open language that can be used not only in

advertisements, but also covering all relevant business activities (manufacturing,

transportation, purchasing, etc.), of supply chain model - all in a uniform way. The

Semantic Web is intended to facilitate a full automation of Web service tasks

including automated Web service discovery, execution, interoperation, composition

and execution monitoring. But, this kind of evolutional automation is has yet to be

fully outlined in any form of usable detail.

For this project, the successful of delivering the application can make the

system become more useful in future time. Information system and knowledge

management is very essential in our daily life especially for business organization.

So, author hopes that the system will meet the requirement of today technologies

and also future technologies.

5.2 Recommendation of Future Works

Up to the current stage of project development, the suggested next task is to

implement into real supermarket environment. Additional function also can be

developing such as online purchasing where the users can purchase the product

through the system. The system also can be upgraded by adding the features for

system administrator to maintain the ontology agent using the system itself. The

capacityofontologycan increaseby upgrading the conceptand class ofthe ontology

to become more details and specific.

5.2.1 Apply in real organization.

Currently, the prototype is mainly for Final Year Project (FYP) only but not

applicable to real environment. So, the author suggests the system can be

implemented in real supermarket environment where the user can go to one stop

corner for searching the products they want.
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5.2.2 Purchasing feature

The prototype is only applicable for searching out the product but not for purchasing

the products. In the future time, author suggests for adding feature of online

purchasing for the products available in the particular supermarket.

5.2.3 Features for System Administration

The prototype does not contain features for system administration to upgrading the

ontology agent within the prototype itself. System administrator needs to enter the e-

COW editor by bringing back the system into Coding and Testing phase for

customization. The adding of system administrator to updating ontology agent will

make the system more dynamics in future.

5.2.4 Capacity ofOntology

The time constraint is very crucial for this project. Most of the time has been spent

out only for designing the ontology for this system, it has effect the developing

ontology where the author has cut some of the products to be viewed in the

ontology. If the ontology can be upgraded and covering almost all product,

therefore, it become dynamic and efficient in the real implementation
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APPENDIX
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Figure 2.2: Semantic Web-based knowledge management Architecture
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Figure 3.5: e-Commerce Ontology Web process workflow
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